Request for Proposal (RFP)
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
What is WaterStart?
WaterStart is a global, not-for-profit, private organisation with a mission to accelerate the
adoption and deployment of innovative technologies in the global water industry.
Driven by the needs of water agencies and large water consumers, we provide an avenue for
sharing resources and mitigating risks to deploy new solutions that help not just our
members, but the communities in which they operate.
WaterStart is committed to removing major entry barriers for technology providers ready to
scale their innovative solutions to the global market.
Where does WaterStart operate?
Founded in Nevada (US) in 2014, WaterStart established offices in Las Vegas and Reno.
In 2018, WaterStart launched its first Australian office in Brisbane, Queensland.
Memberships have since expanded beyond these regions into other US states, and recently,
the United Kingdom.
How is WaterStart funded?
WaterStart receives funds from both public and private organisations who have interests in
furthering water innovation.
WaterStart operations are funded from annual Membership fees and not used for water
innovation projects.
Who are WaterStart Members?
WaterStarts Membership portfolio includes a range of water agencies (both bulk water and
distribution/retail agencies) around the globe.
Members also include major water consumers, such as resorts, agriculture and mining
entities.
Current Members (2020)

Our Program at a glance
WaterStart provides innovation services to water management agencies, technology
companies, and policy makers to spur economic growth in the water sector.
Pilot projects assisted through WaterStart’s co-funding model reduces the risk and costs of
innovation by dispersing amongst several invested parties. This improves the capabilities for
Members to trial new technologies, as well as allowing other Members to access the pilot
learning to assess their interest in deployment.
With the support from WaterStart, technology companies can scale their solution and ensure
long-term sustainability to deliver innovation to the broader industry.

Commercial in Confidence
WaterStart Pty Ltd
ABN 96 626 688 373

www.waterstart.com
info@waterstart.com
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Priorities
What are Member priorities?
Priorities are a comprehensive list of operational challenges statement elected by Members.
Priority statements and associated business and technical requirements are reviewed with
Members on a yearly basis (as a minimum).
How can I view other WaterStart Member priorities?
Priorities are published on CHANNELS, WaterStart’s digital knowledge-sharing platform.
Channels is accessible to all WaterStart Members and Technology Companies registered to
the platform (free).

RFPs
How are solutions identified through the WaterStart program?
WaterStart facilitates up to four (4) Request for Proposal (RFP) rounds per year to recruit
technology solutions.
Each RFP round targets a specific set of priorities selected by participating Members.
The number of priorities per RFP round range from five (5) to twelve (12) priorities.
Who can respond to WaterStart’s RFP?
WaterStart runs an international program and welcomes proposals from any region so long
as solutions are relevant to published RFP priorities.
How frequently can a Technology Company respond to RFPs?
WaterStart does not limit the number of times a company can respond to an RFP, so long as
the solution adequately relates to published priorities of that round.
Respondent proposals are captured in WaterStart's database to help facilitate direct
referrals. Therefore, companies do not need to re-submit proposals, unless technology
applications change or are updated over time.
How are RFP proposals evaluated?
Proposal evaluation occurs in two (2) phases:
Phase I: WaterStart’s internal assessment by resident experts.
Proposals are evaluated in terms of quality, technology readiness, risk and alignment to
member priority. During this time, WaterStart consolidates notes and seeks additional
information from applicants. WaterStart then submits all proposals and recommendations to
Members for consideration.
Timeframe: 30 days from RFP closing date.
Phase II: WaterStart facilitates Member review meetings to shortlist potential candidates for
pilot. Unsuccessful applicants are notified, and further discussions with parties of interest are
facilitated by WaterStart and member representatives.
Timeframe: 60 days from RFP closing date.
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An important note!
As per International Procurement Standards, WaterStart facilitates a competitive recruitment
process that does not permit unethical behaviour such as bias or favoritism. All applicants are
treated in a fair and equal manner, and must comply to WaterStart's rules and processes to be
considered for the program.

Furthermore, decisions regarding technology selection is solely at the discretion of the
Member. WaterStart does not interfere with shortlisting decisions, as outcomes are final and in
accordance to procurement protocols .

Pilots
What is a Pilot Project?
A Pilot Project (Pilot) is a scoped trial or test to measure the viability of a potential solution.
A Pilot looks to address operational challenges (ie. priorities) elected by Members.
A Pilot must meet evaluation success criteria, delivered through a tripartite arrangement
between the Member; WaterStart and the Technology Provider.
What is WaterStart’s Pilot funding model?
WaterStart will co-fund up to 50% of the technology-related costs of any approved Pilot/s.
WaterStart does not fund internal member activities, such as project management,
organisational change management or administrative costs.
What are the contractual arrangements with Technology Companies?
WaterStart and Technology Providers all have interests and obligations in executing a Pilot
project with the view to deploying post-pilot. As such, two options for contracting a Technology
company are available:
1. Tripartite Agreement - This involves a single contract between all three parties with a
defined scope, responsibilities, payment milestones and obligations (singularly and jointly)
properly defined and agreed; or
2. Member to Technology Company -and- WaterStart to Technology Company Contracts –
this involves separate contracts by the Member and WaterStart to the Technology Company
based on explicit roles and responsibilities.
What’s WaterStart’s role in Pilot delivery?
WaterStart provides administrative support, advice and assurance for the Pilot project,
ensuring that the Members obtain the expected benefits and that risks are appropriately
mitigated through good governance of the project.
WaterStart’s involvement also enables knowledge transfer from Pilot delivery back to
Channels for Innovation (CHANNELS) via defined case studies.
Beyond this, Members are responsible for Project Management, however, WaterStart offers
expertise in project assurance and support.
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Evaluation and Knowledge-Sharing
How are Pilot Projects evaluated?
The very purpose of undertaking Pilot Projects is to test and validate solutions that are likely to
offer high value to Members. As such, WaterStart employs the following evaluation criteria:
1. Functional Suitability – How suitable is a proposed solution for WaterStart Members - will it
satisfy its intended purpose? Is the solution interoperable (i.e. can it be used to support
Member requirements and situations)?
2. Reliability – How tolerant is the solution of faults? How easily can the solution be recovered if
there is a fault and what traceability aspects will be required?
3. Performance / Efficiency - Is the amount of time taken to perform functions efficiently. Does
the solution use or require a reasonable amount of resources for its intended purpose?
4. Operability - How easy is the solution to understand, learn and use?
5. Security – How will the Technology Provider account for, control and ensure the integrity of
acquired data. This will be in accordance with Member Information Management standards
and WaterStart will to the best of our ability ensure information security is in compliance
with relevant Information Security Policy.
6. Compatibility – The solution must co-exist with other systems, hardware infrastructure and
applications?
7. Maintainability – How easy is it to analyse, change, or test the solution? How stable is the
solution? How easy is it to maintain and repair?
8. Portability – How adaptable or replaceable is the solution?
'
Therefore, applicants must meet the evaluation criteria above to be considered for a Pilot and
subsequent adoption.
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Evaluation and Knowledge-Sharing (continued)
How are Pilot learnings captured and shared?
Knowledge, learnings and insights are captured into comprehensive case-studies in
collaboration with the Member and Technology Company staff.
Case studies are published on WaterStart’s CHANNELS platform, which acts as a Knowledge
bank for all Members to access and participate in joint-learning activities.
Case studies also help fast track a solution to implementation by Members based on those
learnings and insights.
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